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About This Game

FlyInside Flight Simulator is a brand new flight simulator built for virtual reality! It ships with ten beautiful aircraft and scenery
covering the entire continental United States. Fly high-speed jets, hover helicopters, and enjoy general aviation aircraft around a
variety of locations and weather types! Our custom flight simulation engine provides unparalleled performance, even under load

with dense scenery and realistic weather.

Our software supports a variety of input options, including joysticks, gamepads, VR motion controllers, Leap Motion, and
keyboard/mouse. You can play in VR or on-desktop.

The software is in Early Access, so we're constantly working on new features, improvements, and fixes. You can expect a steady
stream of updates, both major and minor throughout 2019 and beyond.

Included aircraft:

 MilViz B-55

 MilViz 310R
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 MilViz T-50

 MilViz DHC-3

 MilViz 737-200

 TFDi Design 717

 MilViz T-38A

 MilViz B-407

 MilViz MD-530

 MilViz CH-47D
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Title: FlyInside Flight Simulator
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
FlyInside Inc.
Publisher:
FlyInside Inc.
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11.1 Compatible GPU

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 16 GB available space

English
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Excellent VR implementation and optimization. Flight model is also well done. Even though it's still in early access, there is a lot
of places to fly to and 10 aircraft to sink your teeth in. I'm excited to see where the team will take it next and I would
recommend this to anyone looking for a good VR Flight Sim (can also be played on your monitor without any problems for
those who prefer that).. Initially was ridiculously frustrated as joystick was not recognised

go to STEAM>SETTINGS>CONTROLLER and make sure all are unselected.

once done they will show up and its easy to bind the controls.

so far i havent played much at all just confirmed its working, but framerate and performance is good and with a bit of polish
and love could be a decent fun filled flight sim (miles and miles better FPS than DCS)

game isnt pretty but that is ok, as i really want something that feels right and feels like you really are flying and to do this you
need a staggering framerate.. Game has potential but would not work properly for me, the low altitude terrain is early 2000s
quality. and the game decided to go through the first time startup routine every time I ran it which is rather annoying.

If they improve the terrain and get more planes available it will be a pretty solid game, but currently its a $35 rough demo.. I'm
really impressed with this flight sim so far. The controls were really janky when I first got it a few months ago, but it's already
so much better. The devs are doing a great job turning this into what could one day be the best VR flight sim.

It doesn't have all the bells and whistles of FSX or X-Plane yet, but I already prefer to use this sim for VR. It's silky smooth and
the controls feel great. Neither of these things is true for X-Plane 11 in VR. Once scenery is improved and more
planes\/scenarios are added, this will really be an incredible VR flight sim.. bought in early because I think this is going to be a
good one based on flyinsides history with VR. . I will say that I had an issue with the sim crashing for some reason and the dev
responded immediately to help but the issue resolved itself while we were setting up a debug session. So I would say to anyone
having issues shoot him an email before giving a thumbs down, remember its early access.
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